
DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC IN AMERICA THROUGH THE NINETEENTH

AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES

During the 20th century there was a huge increase in the variety of music that people had access to. Prior to the
invention of mass market gramophone records (developed in In the s, African-American hip hop musicians began to use
the record In Beethoven's and Felix Mendelssohn's time in the 19th century, the .

Much of the music was developed through music collections, and often these publications contained European
music, which helped to make them more commercially profitable. The lives of musicians, composers, and
makers of musical instruments were greatly altered by these social changes. Westport, Conn: Praeger,  Lyon
was also active in the establishment of the first public subscription concerts in Philadelphia, and in other early
musical ventures. In music, Romanticism, along with new opportunities for earning a livelihood as a musician
or composer, produced two seemingly opposite venues as the primary places for musical activityâ€”the large
theater and the parlor. Musical hymns were melodies that were, at first, associated with the daily offices; they
most often were Psalms, but other Scriptural texts were used as well. New types of orchestral winds  Cost,
technical requirements, and available performances are restrictive factors that have not successfully
encouraged a corresponding growth to this vocal art form, yet it did have a modicum of influence on the
growth of choral singing. The s also saw doo wop become popular. Often competitions between organizations
were held, which encouraged improvements in quality. The banjo , of African-American origin, became a
popular instrument, and African-derived rhythms were incorporated into popular songs by Stephen Foster and
other songwriters. Stevenson explains: Already by the American denominations had so drawn their social lines
that some ministered to the wealthy and elite in big cities, while others served the common folk on farms and
frontiers. The church gave impetus to choral singing in this country, and today still is responsible for a large
portion of choral performances, as well as the creation of new music. Holbrook â€” , Thomas Hastings â€” ,
and George K. The American examples of this period are shabby at best. The band gazebo was an
architectural invention so that bands could perform outdoors with some protection against the weather. The
DC go-go sound like Miami bass became essentially a regional sound that didn't muster much mass appeal.
For many ministers, church choirs are, above all, a help for congregational singing, and the preparation of an
anthem is a bonus; for most church choir conductors, the opposite may be true. Composers wrote music for
performances in these venues, and musical instrument makers produced instruments to be played by wealthy
patrons or their servant musicians. Some of the more active denominations producing music of merit were the
Methodists, the Episcopalians, and the Presbyterians. Presley went on to become perhaps the first watershed
figure in American music; his career, while never extremely innovative, marked the beginning of the
acceptance of musical tastes crossing racial boundaries among all audiences.


